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Cacti Care
Have an Issue? Let us Make it Right!
We truly value our customers and your feedback helps us to grow. If you have any issue with your order: before leaving feedback,
please give us a chance to make it right. Send an email with pictures to cassandra@root98warehouse.com or simply call us!
Every plant is covered by our shipping warranty, meaning we guarantee your plants will be delivered in healthy condition. Cosmetic
and minor damage to leaves or parts of the plant that do not affect the plant’s establishment in your landscape may occur during
the shipping/delivery process and are not covered by our warranty. Please trim any dried or yellow leaves and new fresh foliage
will start growing soon. If your plant(s) arrive damaged or dead, we will happily replace it or issue a refund accordingly.

How to Care for your Succulents
SUCCULENT CARE: We’re not kidding when we say succulents are foolproof plants, but there are two key things to consider
when bringing them home.
HOW MUCH WATER? Not much. A thorough watering every two to four weeks is plenty. Consider factors that affect your home’s
humidity, like your local climate and the time of year, when determining a watering schedule for your plant. Succulents will be
thirsty in hot summer months, but can go several weeks between watering in winter (their dormant season). The best thing to
do is check the soil every few weeks. If it’s totally dried out, go ahead and water. If not, hold off on the extra H2O. The worst thing
you can do is OVER water these juicy plants. Resist the urge to douse them once a week like your other house plants.
HOW MUCH LIGHT? Succulents thrive in hot places with plenty of sunshine (read: the desert), so a sunny windowsill is the best
place for your indoor terrarium or container garden. Your plant will be happy as long as you can give it bright, filtered light for
at least four to six hours daily. If your space is very dimly lit and there’s no sunny window in sight, consider choosing an aloe,
haworthia or euphorbia species that can thrive in lower light conditions.
WAIT, WHAT ABOUT FERTILIZER FOR MY SUCCULENTS? Fertilizing isn’t totally necessary, but it will help your slow-growing
succulent get bigger more quickly than watering alone. A general purpose 20-20-20 fertilizer will do the trick. Cut it to strength
and use with every watering from March through mid-September.

How to Care for your Cacti
CACTUS CARE: Caring for cacti is equally easy, so our watering, lighting and fertilizing recommendations for succulents also
applies to them. Did you know all cacti are succulents but not all succulents are cacti? Get our succulent care tips. That said, here
are some cactus-specific care tips to keep in mind.
HOW DO I RE-POT MY CACTUS WITHOUT GETTING POKED? Prep your new pot with a few inches of quick drainage potting soil.
Then, don a pair of heavy duty gardening gloves and wrap the cactus with several layers of newspaper close to the base of the
plant to keep the spines at bay. Tilt it to the side and pull the container away from the plant, holding the cactus steady with the
newspaper. Quickly plop the cactus into the new pot and straighten by tugging at the paper on either side. Finally, carefully pour
your top dressing on top of the fresh soil to steady the cactus in its new home.
WILL MY CACTUS REFLOWER EACH YEAR? The short answer is YES! Though fleeting, cactus blooms are beautiful and worth a
bit of extra effort to get the plant to flower - usually anytime from mid-spring to late summer. We recommend keeping your
cactus in a cool, dry place from November through late February. Let the plant dry out thoroughly during this time. Then begin
your regular watering schedule in March and wait for the amazing show your plant has in store!
WHAT ABOUT GRAFTED CACTI? Do not allow any green shoots to grow on the stem of the plant because this takes away the
strength which the top requires. These green shoots may be cut off with a sharp knife without damaging the plant.
By supplying sufficient sunlight and adhering to the watering instructions, your plants will enhance your home for years, as well
as provide a delightful conversation piece!

